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Prototype Description

Our main goal when creating our prototype was to determine how sound of a
concept our general game flow is, how it can be improved, and how player
interactions take place and evolve over the course of a game. To facilitate this
analysis of our high level game play, we decided to convert our RTS game into a turn
based board game which we then playtested in a Lego version. This was achieved
by splitting up our game map into squares and simplifying our map to fit this
constraint, while also not including minion mechanics into the physical prototype to
make the board less cluttered, while also removing pieces that would autonomously
move in a computer game, which would further complicate the board game. With our
game now simplified and abstracted down to a level that makes for both a
compelling prototype as well as a compelling board game, we removed real time
elements from our game and replaced them with turn based movement and combat.
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Prototype Game Rules

1. The board game starts with a maximum of 4 players and a minimum of 2
players, one in every corner. Every player has 3 note-pages which represent his
health.

2. At the beginning of his turn a player rolls a six-sided dice to determine how
many cells his hero can move, either horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

3. During his turn, if a player reaches another heroes cell he can decide to attack
him:

a. Both players roll the dice.
b. If the attacker rolled a higher number than the defender, the defender’s

hero loses a life.
c. If the defender rolled a higher number than the attacker, nobody loses

a life.
4. During his turn, if a player reaches one of the cells next to Slenderman, he

starts channeling, which begins the round after:
a. To channel the slenderman he needs to roll a sum of 6 on the dice.

Every round the player can roll once to add to his previous sum.
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b. If a player gets attacked during this phase, channeling stops and his
previous amount of rolled spots is back to 0.

5. If a player successfully captures slenderman he earns a temporary buff: For
his next three attacks he gets +3 on his attack-roll (eg. attacker rolls 2 (+3) =
5)

6. A player’s hero has 3 lives. After a successful attack from an enemy he loses
one.To regenerate his lifes the hero has to reach one of the cells next to his
base. The round after he regenerates his 3 lifes.

7. If a player’s hero dies, the player is suspended for the next round. His hero
respawns the round after on one of the cells next to his base.

8. To steal an enemy's page a player needs to reach the squares next to an
enemy's base with his hero. The round after the hero captures a page and can
walk away to return it to his own base to secure it.

9. A player is out of the game once he loses all his pages. The last player
standing wins the game.

10. (Added during revision) Every player loses a page every 10 turns
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Player Experience

Our prototype is a success in the fact that it was both playable and enjoyable for us
to play while also providing some insights to the sort of interactions and map
movements that might make our game compelling to players. Players developed
strategies we would expect to see, such as three players all targeting the player that
is the furthest ahead, and the eventual result of those situations, where the three
players who had just formed a temporary alliance of sorts, immediately turned on
each other once the strongest player was eliminated.

Where the prototype did not meet expectations is in the level of abstraction. Many
game rules were abstracted and adjusted heavily in order to fit the format, and entire
mechanics, such as the rather vital game timer, were removed. This means that
while we managed to gather insights into some aspects of our game, others were
disregarded entirely, even though they play a central role in our game.

The removal of the game timer also meant that games tended to draw out longer
than expected, making games last too long to stay interesting.

Overall we consider our prototype a success as a board game, but only a partial
success as a prototype. This is due to the fact that we feel we may have abstracted
our game too much in certain areas, meaning that it is only a crude representation of
our game and does not fully reflect our intended gameplay experience.

What we learned

One aspect of our game that we know we have to get right in order for our game to
function properly is the balancing of fighting around the slenderman with fighting
elsewhere, such as in front of player bases or in the “lanes” leading up to them. The
prototype has helped us figure out ways to incentivise both locations, as well as
figure out how powerful the slenderman buff must be in order for it to be interesting
enough for players to contest for it. We also realized that the slenderman buff only
giving fighting stat buffs is a rather uninteresting concept, further reinforcing our goal
of making the slenderman “haunt” other players to impede them instead of only
buffing a single player.

Additionally, we learned how essential the map layout and especially its size is to the
player experience. Balancing movement speed with map size is vital to ensure our
game does not feel empty, and player fights can occur often enough while also not
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occurring too often to stall other aspects of our game, such as the page stealing
mechanic, completely.

Finally, we also realized we have to be mindful of the scope of our game. We have
many different systems that we wish to implement, ranging from players with
abilities, minions, and a central boss, albeit without a boss fight but rather a channel
to beat him. Balancing all these components while making them feel fleshed out will
be a difficult and time consuming task, so reducing scope where possible to focus on
the essentials of our game will be an important task that we must keep in mind.

Design Revisions

● We quickly realized the prototype game took far too long to play due to the
fact we had no timer, which reinforced our idea of thinking of the game timer
as a central mechanic. However, our game otherwise still worked very well, so
we want to explore how we can let player interactions happen naturally
without forcing them through an artificial time limit. Balancing these two
aspects will be a critical component of our game design process.

● Combat obviously cannot be compared directly between a board game and
our planned final product, but the fact that combat worked well enough with
only dice rolls, and our attacker always had an attacking advantage, we are
finding ways of incorporating attacker’s advantage into our combat, as well as
simplifying our current understanding of our combat, such as primarily
focusing on one type of attack first, and making sure it works well, before
moving to more abilities per player.
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